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1. Introduction

The general theory of Successive Sampling has been studied for one
character independently by Patterson^ and the author^ both arriving
at similar results. Later the author has also given results^'' for the
study of several characters on each occasion. The sampling scheme
used in arriving at these results is one that of matched sampling, i.e.,
some of the sample units on the current occasion are necessarily the
units studied on the previous occasions giving rise to matching. It is
shown in^"' that, on any one occasion after the first, each of the esti
mators for various characters, based on matched sampling and thus
utilising the information collected on earUer occasions through matched
units, has less variance and therefore greater efficiency than the esti
mator for the corresponding character when there is no matching on
the occasion. The purpose of this paper is to examine the effect of
matched sampling on the efficiency of the various estimators from
occasion to occasion.

2. The Reduction of the Multivariate Case to the
Univariate Case

The present examination can only be done when the variability
of the character is the same on each occasion and the sample sizes for
the character on different occasions are composed of the same propor
tions of new and old units. Further one has to use the same sub-
samphng fractions for any one of the characters other than the first
on each occasion when there are several characters. Under these
conditions in notations"-"'' we have n^' = n\ = «(1 — A)
and X'u' = for = 2, ..., k and the variance of the best
estimator for the A:-th character {k > l)'on the h-ih occasion is given by
the expression

I
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where is the variance for the character k on each of the h occasions.

For k= the variance expression is

B'*".- (2-2)

The vi^eighting coefficient for = p for all 2 is itselfgiven by

h . (2.3)
1+ 5^(1-/'^) +

In order to examine the behaviour of the efficiency of the estimator
for any one character from one occasion to another, it is clear from
(2.1) and (2.2) that we have to examine the behaviour of the weighting
coefficient on these occasions irrespective of the value of k. Thus
the problem for the multivariate case reduces to that for the univariate
case.

3. The non-increasing behaviour of the weighting coefficient
and hence the increase in efficiency due to matched sampling with
increasing number of occasions.

From Equation (2.3), we have

1

where

and

or

<^.= 1-

a =

y-

1 + a + '

(1 - P') A

X+II = 1;

-1 - ^'—T—.
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Proceeding in this way, we have

1 ' P" ' P" '
= 1 - I + + a— + a + I - + a + I -

the last term in the continued fraction for being

. (I+ a+Xp^) •

as = A.

We immediately note that

^2 ^

if,

f1- < A. ' (3.2)
A 1 + a + ApV

That (3.2) is also the condition for for /z > 2 is easily seen
by noting, that, if the last term in the continued fraction for is com
bined with p^ in the denominator of the second last term, then the
resulting portion is the left-hand side expression in (3.2) when multi
plied by p^ and the corresponding portion, the only differing portion
in the continued fraction for is Xp^ and that if,

= 1- ^1 + a + p^-A

and,

=. 1 - + •

then,

A-l<fn<p'- (3.4)

The condition (3.2) is easily seen to be true and so for 2

It may be noted from (3.2) that the equality sign holds in (3.5) for the,
trivial case when A= 1 and so there is no matching. Thus we see that

is non-increasing function of h and that whenever there is matching
of units, the efficiency of the estimator for the same character increases
with the occasions.
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4. The Checks for the Computation of and the

Behaviour of its Limiting Value

A lower limit of the value of for all h is obtained by putting
h = p' in (3.3).

Thus,

>M1^)
• ^ l-Xp^ 11

for all h. This provides a computational check for all ^'s. Further,
we have seen in Section 3 that whenever there is matched -samplings

is in fact a decreasing function of h and since is always* positive
and so it tends to a limit which is different from that given iij, (4.1).
Thus it provides another computational check for ^'s. . The limiting
value of 0ft itself can be obtained easily by putting <j)^ = in^ (2 .,3).
But a more instructive method is the following one. . ;

Let the ««A —3)-th convergent to the continued fraction ' ;

- p'

P^+a+1- p^+ a + l - •••' t4-2)

which is a part of the continued fraction for (f>,, in (3.1), be denoted
by Pjqn, then

where,

Pn ^
Qn

- 1

(a+ i§) - a {•Mri
{'-(iXle

P^(S-X) (a -= 1 + 1)
."•t--;.- . . •••••. V ;

Therefore,

Lim ^ = -^
n-»oo?n . P,

and hence.

= Lim = 1 -
. po • • :t ^.a + p^ - 1

' ''.'Si i Li

(4.4)
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1
= 1 -

(a+

= 1 — a.

_ - (1 - p^) + V(l - p') {1 -pHI- 4A^)}
2^P^

the same as given by Yates.® Further, it can be noted that the absolute
difference between the «-th and (n — l)-th convergents is less than p^"
and so will tend to if p'' tends to zero and in fact more rapidly
than indicated by the latter. When | p | = 1, will still tend to

but slowest of all other values of p.

We know is a function of absolute value of p and so its actual
behaviour is shown in the table given in the appendix reproduced from®
for positive values of p and A= -1, • • •, -5. It is noted that
tends to the limiting value ^ more slowly for increasing value of p as
indicated by the mathematical discussion. This is clear even otherwise,
as the occasion, on which the maximum efficiency due to matched
sampling is reached should occur later in the case when the correlation
between the successive occasions is higher.

Summary

We have shown in this paper that the effect, of using matched
sampling to estimate the time-conditioned characters of a population
from occasion to occasion, is to improve the efficiency of the various
estimators, based on matched sampling, of the characters with increasing
occasions reaching a limiting value. This is in addition that it gives
more efficient estimators of the various parameters on an occasion as
compared to the corresponding simple estimators based on no-matching
on that occasion. The two checks are given for the computation of

the weighting coefficient used in the estimators and the behaviour
of its limiting value is discussed. It is shown that the rapidity of con
vergence of the weighting coefficient decreases with increasing absolute
value of the correlation-coefficient between two consecutive occasions.
This is expected as the occasion, on which the limitingefficiency due to
rnatched sampling is reached, should occur later in the case when the
correlation between successive occasions is higher. / ,
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